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Supersymmetric solution to the solar and atmospheric neutrino problems
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The simplest unified extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model with bi-linearR-parity vio-
lation provides a predictive scheme for neutrino masses which can account for the observed atmospheric and
solar neutrino anomalies in terms of bi-maximal neutrino mixing. The maximality of the atmospheric mixing
angle arises dynamically, by minimizing the scalar potential, while the solar neutrino problem can be ac-
counted for either by large or by small mixing oscillations. One neutrino picks up mass by mixing with
neutralinos, while the degeneracy and masslessness of the other two is lifted only by loop corrections. Despite
the smallness of neutrino massesR-parity violation is observable at present and future high-energy colliders,
providing an unambiguous cross check of the model.

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 13.85.Qk, 14.60.Pq, 26.65.1t
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The pattern of fermion masses and mixings constitu
one of the most important issues in modern physics. Here
propose a model for the structure of lepton mixing whi
accounts for the atmospheric and solar neutrino anomalie
is based on the simplest one-parameter extension of min
supergravity with bi-linearR-parity violation @1# as would
arise, perhaps, from gravitation.

The recent announcement of high statistics atmosph
neutrino data by the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration@2#
has confirmed the deficit of muon neutrinos, especially
small zenith angles, opening a new era in neutrino phys
Although there may be alternative solutions of the atm
spheric neutrino anomaly@3#, it is fair to say that the sim-
plest interpretation of the data is in terms ofnm to nt flavor
oscillations with maximal mixing. This excludes a large mi
ing amongnt andne @2#, in agreement also with the CHOO
reactor data. On the other hand the persistent disagree
between solar neutrino data and theoretical expectations@4#
has been a long-standing problem in physics. Recent s
neutrino data@5# are consistent with both vacuum oscill
tions and Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! conver-
sions. In the latter case one can have either the large o
small mixing angle solutions, with a slight trend towards t
latter @6#. The situation might become clearer in the ne
future when rate-independent observables such as spec
day-night and seasonal variations are better measured
summary one sees that while quarks are weakly mixed, th
is now the intriguing possibility that neutrino mixing i
~close to! bi-maximal @7#.

Our model breaks lepton number and therefore neces
ily generates nonzero Majorana neutrino masses@8#. It has
strong predictive power and allows for a dynamical deter
nation of the atmospheric neutrino angle. Moreover it lea
under certain circumstances, to bi-maximal neutrino mixi
At tree level only one of the neutrinos picks up a mass
mixing with neutralinos@9#, leaving the other two neutrino
massless@10#. While this can explain the atmospheric ne
trino problem, to reconcile it with the solar neutrino da
requires going beyond the tree-level approximation. This
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the purpose of the present paper. For an analysis includ
only the atmospheric neutrino problem in the tree-level
proximation see Ref.@11#.

We have performed a full one-loop calculation of th
neutralino-neutrino mass matrix in the bi-linearR” p minimal
supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!. As is shown be-
low, in order to explain the solar and atmospheric neutr
data it is both necessary and sufficient to work at one-lo
level. In contrast to other papers@12,13# we have taken spe
cial care to achieve gauge invariance of the calculati
Moreover we have performed the renormalization of t
heaviest neutrino, thus refining the approximate approac
used, for example, in Ref.@13#. For estimates in the approxi
mation where loop neutrino masses arise just from tri-lin
R-parity breaking see Ref.@14#.

Bi-linear R-parity breaking supersymmetry has been e
tensively discussed in the literature@1#. It is motivated on the
one hand by the fact that it provides an effective truncat
of models whereR parity breaks spontaneously@15# around
the weak scale. Moreover, they allow for the radiative bre
ing of R parity, opening also new ways to unify gauge a
Yukawa couplings@16# and with a potentially slightly lower
prediction foras @17#. If present at the fundamental leve
tri-linear breaking ofR parity will always imply bi-linear
breaking at some level, as a result of the renormalizat
group evolution. In contrast, bi-linear breaking may exist
the absence of tri-linear, as would be the case if it ari
spontaneously.

Here, we concentrate only on those features of the mo
which are related to neutrino masses. Our model consist
the MSSM particle spectrum and superpotential except
the addition of the followinge i terms:

W5WMSSM1e i L̂ i
aĤu

b . ~1!

Should supersymmetry not be broken, the above bi-lin
terms would be superfluous since a suitable redefinition
the lepton and Higgs superfields@18# would convert them
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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into trilinearR-parity violating terms. However, since supe
symmetry must be broken, they give rise to a second so
for R-parity violation:

Vso f t5Vso f t,MSSM1Bie i L̃ i
aHu

b . ~2!

In the presence of soft supersymmetry breaking terms,
bi-linear R-parity violating terms can not be rotated awa
except in the particular case whenB5Bi and mHd

2

5mLi

2 , i 51,2,3 which is untypical. Thus we prefer t

work in the original basis, containing no tri-linea
R” pvertices.

The presence of the bi-linear terms in Eq.~2! implies that
the tadpole equations for the sneutrinos are nontrivial,
lead to finite vacuum expectation value~VEV! for the scalar
neutrinos. As a consequence the neutrinos and neutral
charged leptons and charginos, as well as the Higgses
sleptons of the MSSM, mix with each other. Detailed ma
matrices are found in@19,20#. For the neutrino masses th
most important aspect is, of course, the neutrino-neutra
mixing. It generates the following (737) mass matrix,

M05S 0 m

mT M x0D , ~3!

whereM x0 is the usual MSSM neutralino mass matrix a
the sub-matrixm contains entries from the bi-linearR” p pa-
rameters,

m5S 2
1

2
g8^ñe&

1

2
g^ñe& 0 ee

2
1

2
g8^ñm&

1

2
g^ñm& 0 em

2
1

2
g8^ñt&

1

2
g^ñt& 0 et

D , ~4!

and ^ñe&, ^ñm&, and^ñt& are the VEVs of the scalar neutr
nos andg,g8 are electroweak gauge couplings.

It is easy to show that this mass matrix~3! has such a
structure that only one combination ofne , nm , nt picks up a
mass, while the remaining two states remain massless.
structure is reminiscent of that found in Ref.@10#. If the
R-parity violating ~RPV! parameters are smaller than th
typical size of the MSSM parameters, there exists a sim
approximation formula for the nonzero mass of the neutri

mn.
M1g21M2g82

4det~M x0!
uLW u2, ~5!

where

L i5m^ñ i&1vde i , ~6!

and M1 , M2 are supersymmetry breaking electrowe
gaugino masses. This ‘‘alignment’’ vector plays a promine
role in all of the discussion below since it will fix both th
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overall neutrino mass scale as well as the atmospheric
trino mixing. With two neutrinos being massless one of t
angles describing the mixing between them can be rota
away @21#. However, in the presence of loops this ang
which will characterize the solar neutrino conversions, w
acquire a meaning, together with a~Dirac-type! CP phase.

There are three simple topologies of relevant Feynm
diagrams contributing to the neutrino-neutralino mass ma
@20#. With these the one-loop corrected mass matrix is c
culated as

Mi j
pole5Mi j

DR~mR!1
1

2
~P i j ~pi

2!

1P i j ~pj
2!2mx

i
0S i j ~pi

2!2mx
j
0S i j ~pj

2!!, ~7!

whereS i j andP i j are self energies. For a complete descr
tion see@20#. Here, DR signifies the minimal dimensiona
reduction subtraction scheme andmR is the renormalization
scale. In order to check for gauge invariance in calculat
P i j and S i j we have used the generalRj gauges. As dem-
onstrated in Ref.@20# gauge invariance requires the inclusio
of the tadpole diagrams for the Goldstone bosons associ
with the Z0 and W6 into the self energies. Moreover, i
minimizing the scalar potential, for consistency reasons i
necessary to also include tadpole diagrams, when solving
tadpole equations, but to exclude the Goldstone tadp
graphs which have been already included into the self e
gies@20#. On the other hand, if Goldstone tadpole graphs
kept in the tadpole equations rather than in the self energ
gauge dependent VEVs would be generated. This prob
has been ignored so far in all previous descriptions@13#.

The scalar potential contains terms linear in t
real part of the neutral scalar fields sa

[„sd
0 ,su

0 ,Re(ñ1),Re(ñ2),Re(ñ3)…:

Vlinear5tdsd
01tusu

01t iRe~ ñ i ![tasa
0 . ~8!

The coefficients of these terms are the tadpoles. Includ
the one-loop contribution we write

ta5ta
02dta

DR1Ta~Q!5ta
01Ta

DR~Q! ~9!

whereTa
DR(Q)[2dta

DR1Ta(Q) are the finite one-loop tad
poles. The minimization of the scalar potential correspon
then to solveta50. This is done by solving these equatio
for the soft masses squared. This is easy because those
tions are linear on the soft masses squared. However
values obtained in this way, which we callmi

2 , are not equal
to the valuesmi

2(RGE) that we got via the renormalizatio
group equations~RGE! starting from universal soft masses
the unification scale. To achieve equality we define a fu
tion

h5maxS mi
2

mi
2~RGE!

,
mi

2~RGE!

mi
2 D ; i ~10!
3-2
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with the obvious property thath>1. Then we adjust the
parameters at unification scale to minimizeh.

We have performed a complete scan of theR” pMSSM pa-
rameter space, following the procedure outlined above.
an example we allow the MSSM parameters to vary wit
the rangeM2 ,umu up to 500 GeV,m0 up to 1 TeV, and
assumeduA0 /m0u<3, which helps avoiding charge breakin
minima. Moreover we assumed tanb&10. The latter is
needed in order to obtain a nearly maximal atmosph
angle, since otherwise the sizeable loop involving do
quarks and squarks would distort this feature due to its v
strong tanb dependence. Note also that the bound on tab
implies that the lightestCP even Higgs boson mass lie
below 115 GeV or so. As we will see below we can fin
simultaneous solutions to the atmospheric and solar neu
problems only in those parts of parameter space where
one-loop contributions to theneutrinomass are smaller tha
the tree-level contribution. In this case it is possible to giv
simple approximate formula for the composition of the th
neutrino mass eigenstate,

Ua,35sinS arctanS La

A(
bÞa

Lb
2D D . ~11!

Accounting for the atmospheric neutrino anomaly requi
that thenm2nt mixing be large, with little effect ofne in the
atmospheric neutrino oscillations. Fitting for the atmosphe
neutrino data then fixesuLm /Ltu through this simple equa
tion. These parameters are dynamically determined s
they involve Higgs bosons and sneutrino VEVs obtain
from the scalar potential. In fact, theuLau parameters are
simply proportional to the sneutrino vacuum expectation v
ues in the basis where the bilinear term in the superpote
is ‘‘rotated away’’ in favor of a tri-linear one@1#. As the
illustration in Fig. 1 shows, thenm2nt angle is a function of
uLm /Ltu for Le.0.1Lm for an otherwise random variatio
of parameters. Clearly the conditionuLmu5uLtu is sufficient
to ensure near maximal mixing, as long asLe is somewhat
suppressed.

One immediate consequence of the smallness of loop
respect to tree contributions is that the absoluteR” pscale is

FIG. 1. The atmospheric angle as function ofuLm /Ltu, for
ue i u5e andLe50.1Lt . Heree2/L&0.1, since larger values lead t
larger scatter for very smalluLm /Ltu. Maximality of atmospheric
mixing is only possible foruLmu.uLtu.
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then fixed by the atmospheric neutrino mass scale. For
above choice of sampling one hasuLu.0.0320.25 GeV2.
While this value is surely smaller than the weak scale, it m
arise naturally in models where the sneutrino VEVs are g
erated radiatively@1#.

With the magnitude ofR” pparameters fixed by the atmo
spheric neutrino problem, the question arises, whether
loop-induced oscillation parameters, mass splitting a
angle, are in the right range for either the vacuum or
MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem. Since the ra
of the loop masses to the tree-level mass depends on
relative size of the bi-linearR” pparameters with respect to th
alignment vectorL, this can not in general be predicted
the bi-linearR” pmodel. We have found, however, that wit
our assumption of generation-independent bi-linear par
eterse i there should be a relative sign between the dyna
cally determinedR” pL parameters, i.e.,Lm.2Lt . Figure 2
shows how, having fixed theL i by the atmospheric neutrino
problem, the solar angle is determined under the above
assumption as a function ofee /em .

As for the solar neutrino scale we show in Fig. 3Dm12
2

versuse2/uLu, wheree25( ie i
2 . As is seen from the figure

for fixed tree-level mass the loop masses depend strongl
this quantity. Large values giveDm12

2 in the MSW range,
while low values could give vacuum solutions to the so
neutrino problem.

While a certain amount of ‘‘alignment’’ is needed, fo

FIG. 2. The solar angle as function ofee /em , for em5et and
Lm5Lt , but Le50.1Lm , applying the condition: (Lm /Lt)
3(em /et)<0. Maximality of solar mixing is only possible forem

.ee .

FIG. 3. Dm12
2 as function ofe2/uLu. Low values lead to neutrino

masses in the just-so range, whereas high values giveDm12
2 in the

range of the MSW solution.
3-3
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masses in the MSW range, the model by itself does not
fer one solution over the other. It is also clear that
maximal neutrino mixing is generated in the biline
R” pMSSM—independent of the actual values of SUS
parameters—if~i! the R” pbi-linear terms are~nearly! genera-
tion blind, ~ii ! tanb&10 implying that the lightestCP even
Higgs boson mass lies below 115 GeV or so, and~iii ! Lm
.2Lt , as long asLe is somewhat smaller than theLm and
Lt . We have checked explicitly that~iii ! arises dynamically
by minimizing the scalar potential of the theory.

Finally, apart from the possible detection of lightestCP
even Higgs boson~mass below 115 GeV or so!, we would
like to point out that, despite the smallness of neutr
massesR-parity violation is observable at accelerato
through the observation of the decay of the lightest sup

FIG. 4. Ratio of branching ratios for semileptonic LSP deca

into muons and taus:BR(x→mq8q̄)/BR(x→tq8q̄) as function of
Lm /Lt .
.
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symmetric particle~LSP!, typically a neutralino. For ex-
ample for a LSP mass of about 50 to 60 GeV the decay
occur inside typical CERNe1e2 collider LEP, Fermilab
Tevatron and CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC! detectors
~the neutralino decay length can be of the order of one m
or so!, diluting the missing momentum signal to a maximu
of 15% of the MSSM expectations. The LSP decay will gi
rise to high multiplicity events, providing an unambiguo
test of the model. This is specially so if branching ratios a
measured. In order to demonstrate this correlation we h
calculated the ratio of semi-leptonic branching ratios of
LSP into muons and taus. We found the striking result t
the correlation depicted in Fig. 1, which is required by t
atmospheric neutrino anomaly, is mapped into a well-defin
correlation for the ratio of semi-leptonic LSP branching r
tios into muons and taus~see Fig. 4!. Note that this correla-
tion holds for the semi-leptonic decays, despite the fact t
there are many scalar boson exchanges contributing to
LSP decay. The case where the LSP is heavier than th
and has two-body decays mainly to W and Z was conside
by the authors of Ref.@22# who found a similar correlation in
the approximation where the LSP decay into lightest neu
supersymmetric Higgs boson was neglected. The result
show in Fig. 4 is general, independent of the neutralino ma
and provides a powerful way to probe the solution of t
atmospheric neutrino anomaly and open the potential to m
sure the related neutrino angles at high energy accelera
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